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BEFORE WE GET STARTED...

The webinar will be recorded and emailed to all registrants.

Use the Question Panel in GoToWebinar to ask questions throughout the webinar.
Wizards
Find a printer by other options

- My printer is a little older. Help me find it.
- Select a shared printer by name
  [Example: ```\computern\printername``` or ```http://computern/printers/printername/.printer```]
- Add a printer using a TCP/IP address or hostname
- Add a Bluetooth, wireless or network discoverable printer
- Add a local printer or network printer with manual settings

[Next] [Cancel]
Tell us what you’re into.

Tap once on the genres you like, or twice on the ones you love. Press and hold the ones you don’t.
Choosing the right savings account for you

Our Savings Selector is designed to show which of our wide range of accounts might suit you best, based on your answers to the questions below.

Please remember the results are just an illustration; it is important to weigh up all the savings options open to you, and to check the details of any account selected, to make sure it will meet your needs.

Who is the savings account for?

- A child or young person
- An adult

View our full range of savings
Go with the flow
GUIDELINES

• 3 options max.
• Keep options short
• Avoid Yes/No answers
Start

Q1
They're here. Oh god! They've found you!

Run

Q1.1
Their vision is based on movement. They give chase.

Keep running

Q1.1.1
They're fast. Too fast. They're catching up.

Keep running

A. It hurts

Give in

B. Watch your step

Q1.2
There's a pile of rubble you can squeeze under. A metal object glints faintly.

Hide

Examine

Q1.2.1
Your heart beats so loudly you're sure they'll hear. An hour passes.

Stay hidden

Wait

E. How long has it been?

Look around

F. They've all gone

Weep

G. Weeping softly
Where the magic happens
Too much information?!
RESOURCES

• Template wizard topic
• Example wizards x 2
• Instructions
• Behind the scenes
• Download: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oR4NvfV2ZM1_nX1rNjLw6K7elpzeOG_p

• CYOA: Terence Eden @edent | @wnd_go
LEARN MORE AT WWW.MADCAPSOFTWARE.COM/CONFERENCE
Thank you!

Eloise.Lewis@jhc.financial